
Instructions for how to use Gammeldags wool combs 
MiniMidiRF with comb holder.

These combs are best used with one comb fixed in the comb holder. For fine to medium wool 
like Swedish Finewool, Jämland wool, Merino and more.

Warning!
The combs teeth can be harmful to both childrens and audults. Be careful handling the combs.

Start to mount the comb holder. Use one or
two C-clamps. A slippery surface may 
need a non-slip mat to secure the comb-
holder.

Loosen the cotters holding  top part

Place the comb – the hole in the handle is 
put at the cotter in the holders rear end, and
in the cradle. Mount the top part and put 
the cotters back in their holes

Load the comb, the wool clip-end to the 
handle. Don’t over-load the combs. Half 
the hight of the comb is best. Don’t press 
down the wool. 
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Comb the wool with the other comb. Start 
from one side. Change side and comb the 
wool from the other side. Make a swinging 
motion. Let the comb grab the top first and 
then go deeper and deeper.

When you have combed the wool, pull out a
top.
Use a diz to get a proper amount of fibers.
Start to draw from one side. It’s easier if 
you move the wool up against the middle of
the comb. Draw out the wool to a top, take 
a new grip and draw again.

Make a birds nest.

Now you are ready to spin from your 
combed top.

How to take care of your combs

Even if the comb teeth are made of acid 
proof, stainless steel, you should allways 
clean them after use. Use a soft, dry piece 
of fabric. Store the combs dry, at room 
temperature.

We wish you much pleasure with your 
combs.

Birgith och Pelle Lundgren
Gammeldags
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